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Abstract 
The Gavbast anticline is located in the Coastal Fars area of the Zagros folded belt, with north-south 
trend. The study anticline is restricted to the Bavush and Paskhand anticlines from North, the 
Gezzeh and Dehnow anticlines from South, the Varavi anticline from West and Nakh anticline from 
East (Figure 1). Description of fold geometry is important because they allow comparisons within 
and between folds and pattern-recognition in addition to occurrence and distribution of fold sys-
tems. The main goal of this paper is to define folding style of the Gavbast anticline and define 
structural features affected on them in the study area. In this research, we used the Tectonics FP 
software, Global Mapper software and geological maps and reports of Iranian National Oil Com-
pany. In addition, we used common classification of fold for indicating of folding mechanism of the 
Tabnak anticlinal structure. In the Gavbast anticline, fold style elements in all parts of this anti-
cline have been calculated and analyzed for indicating of folding style mechanism. The results of 
this method have been shown the folding geometry changes accurately. The Gavbast anticline is 
gentle in structural sections D-D' and G-G' to K-K'. The anticline is an open fold in the L-L' section. 
Also fold type in the E-E' and F-F' sections of the Gavbast anticline is steeply inclined sub-horizon- 
tal. These sections are located between the Razak (western part) and Hendurabi fault (eastern 
part). It seems that E-E' and F-F' parts in the Gavbast anticline have been suffered most deforma-
tion affected by the Razak and Hendurabi faults. At the end of, it seems that, the Razak and Hen-
durabi faults have major effects on folding style. This structure is a very good sample for effect of 
strike slip faults on the folding geometry and for this reason; the Gavbast anticline is considered a 
special structural style in the Zagros fold-thrust Belt. 
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1. Introduction 
The dominant structures in the Zagros fold-thrust belt are folds and thrusts with northwestern-southeastern trend. 
This structure has main tendency toward southwestern. Based on morphology view, this belt is divided to High 
Zagros and Folded Zagros. The average height of this belt is near to 1200 meters. According to structural classi-
fication, the Zagros fold-thrust belt from northeastern to southeastern is divided to High Zagros Thrust Belt, 
Simply Folded Belt, Zagros Foredeep and Coastal Plane [1]. This belt based on facies changes from northwes-
tern to southeastern is divided to Lurestan basin (northwestern of Zagros), Khuzestan basin (Central Zagros) and 
Fars basin (southeastern of Zagros). The study area is located in the Coastal Fars sub-basin. 

The Zagros fold-thrust belt develops principally consequent of folding and thrusting of the Cenozoic fo-
reland sequence. This sedimentary sequence deformed has been underlaid during Paleozoic-Mesozoic and 
mainly belongs to deposits of the Arabian plate and margin. In the Zagros, the northward motion of Arabian 
plate related to the Eurasia plate has caused the active deformation. The Zagros belt is divided into several 
geological zones that are different based on their sedimentary history, stratigraphy facies and structural style 
[2]-[4]. The majority of Iran’s reservoirs are located in the Zagros Folded Belt and the Persian Gulf basin. 
Because enormous gas reserves exist in the Permo-Triassic carbonate reservoirs of the Zagros Folded Belt, 
anticlines in this belt have the major significance from hydrocarbon traps reservoirs, especially in the Fars 
area. For this reason, investigation of oil traps of the oil-rich areas is very important to analyze the factors in-
fluencing the evolution and geometry of the anticlinal structures Zagros foreland area, specially the folding 
mechanism analysis. 

The Gavbast anticline, with north-south trend is located in the Coastal Fars area of the Zagros folded belt. The 
study anticline is restricted to the Bavush and Paskhand anticlines from north, the Gezzeh and Dehnow anti-
clines from South, the Varavi anticline from West and Nakh anticline from east (Figure 1). These anticlines are  

 

 
Figure 1. Landsat Satellite image shows the study area and location of the Gavbast anticline in the Zagros fold-thrust belt, 
southern of Iran. Inset Satellite image (a) shows location of the study area with white framework in the Middle East. Also, in 
this figure shows location of the Gavbast salt plug in the study area. 
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located along the general trend of Zagros folded belt. The study area is located in the southern part of the Zagros 
folded belt and geology of the Fars province. Base on theological characteristics, the Fars province is divided 
based on stratigraphic facies characteristics, sedimentary and geological environment into two parts the Interior 
Fars and Exterior Fars. Accordingly, the Exterior Fars is divided into two sub-Coastal Fars and Coastal Fars 
sub-zones [4]. The Razak and Hendurabi faults are the main faults in the study area. These faults are located in 
East and another one in west of the Gavbast anticline. This anticline has been affected by these faults. It seems 
that, the separator factor of the anticline that caused the Bayram anticline has been divided from the Gavbast an-
ticline is the R fault. This fault is considered as Eastern boundary from the Gavbandi Paleo-High [5] (Figure 2). 
The Fars area has been a platform, and this area has been suffered repeated uplift during the Mesozoic. The Pa-
leo-High Gavbandi [4] has been affected on this area. 

Based on obtained information from seismic reflection profiles and hydrocarbon exploration wells, the sedi-
mentary cover has important detachment units between competent units in different parts of the Zagros Fold 
Belt. These detachment units have been controlled on the geometry and the folding style. The main detachment 
units in this belt are Dashtak, Gachsaran formations. For instance important detachment units around the Zagros 
folded belt are lower Paleozoic shales. Also in the Coastal Fars sub-basins, Dashtak Formation is the most im-
portant middle level detachment units. Description of fold geometry is important because they allow compari-
sons within and between folds and pattern-recognition in addition to occurrence and distribution of fold systems. 
The main goal of this paper is to define of folding style of the Gavbast anticline and define structural features 
affected on them in the study area. 

2. Material and Methods 
This paper presents part of the results of a regional study of the Coastal Fars area in the Zagros Simply folded 
belt, based on original fieldwork, satellite images, structural sections, geological maps and well data. We used 
fold style elements analysis methods (description of folds) based on [6]-[9]. We used Tectonics FP software for 
prepared and analyzed Stereoplots of the Gavbastanticline. In addition, we used Global Mapper Software for-
prepared 3D SRTM of the study area and 3D Path Profile (along cross sections) based on Global Mapper Soft-
ware. The SRTM images prepared based on Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and geological map of study area 
(published by the National Oil Company and the Geological Survey of Iran). 

3. Geological Setting and Stratigraphy 
The Zagros orogeny belt has northwest-southeast trend and this belt is located from Anatolian eastern fault to 
Oman lineament in south of Iran. This belt as fold-thrust belt is bounded from north boundary by Iran plate and  

 

 
Figure 2. Geological map of the Gavbast anticline. In this map shows the position of salt plug that exposed in the middle 
part of anticline. Modified after [11]. 
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from south boundary by north eastern edge of Arabian plate. The Zagros orogenic belt has been formed by con-
vergent continental-continental plates of the Iran and Arabia-Africa in upper cretaceous that continuous to 
present day. This convergent has caused close the Neotethys. The Zagros orogenic belt has 200 - 300 km width 
and this belt is located along with other parts of the Zagros belt from Anatolian eastern part toward Oman line in 
south of Iran [10]. The Zagros fold-thrust belt includes amazing whaleback anticlines that are excellently out-
cropped in Tertiary and Mesozoic limestone. These anticlines generally have 4100 km length and large propor-
tion of the worldwide hydrocarbon reserves. According geomorphological and structural features, the Zagros 
belt consists of two Subzones (i.e., Thrust Subzone and Folded Zagros Subzone). The Folded Zagros Subzone 
has been subdivided into seven parts based on geology specifications, including Lurestan, Khuzestan, Abadan 
plain, Fars, Bandar Abbas and salt structures with metamorphic rocks [3]. The numerous of folds trend are pa-
rallel with northwest-southeast tend that this trend formed as a result of the Arabian-Iranian plate collision. 
These anticlines have been same characteristics such as high amplitude and mountain apex with height between 
3000 and 3650 meter above sea level.  

In the study area, main strike-slip faults are Razak and Hendurabi faults with sinistral displacement (Figure 1). 
May be, these faults have an effects on the geometry of the folds in the study area. The drilling well near by the 
Gavbast anticline is located in the Bastak anticline in the south of the study anticline. The oldest stratigraphic 
unit in the study anticline is the Hormuz Series and the effects of this oldest stratigraphic unit as a buried salt 
dome in the middle of the anticline, and salt domes outcropping in the eastern part. The Gavbast anticline has 
the complex asymmetric structure and highest point about 2170 meters. This structure has been main geometric 
variations in eastern and western parts in to middle part that is clearly visible on the satellite image (Figure 1). 
The Gavbast anticline is a huge anticline with dip of northern flank greater than southern flank totally. In this 
anticline, in places where has been eroded the Asmari formations, the Pabdeh and Gurpi are exposed. The width 
of this structure in the middle part more than eastern and western parts (Bayram anticline). This structure has 
been main geometric variations in eastern and western compared to middle part (Figure 1, Figure 2).  

The Gavbast anticline is situated in the Simply Folded Belt of the Zagros orogeny and in the Bastak area. The 
structural and stratigraphic characteristics have been described in detail by [2]-[4] in the Zagros sedimentary 
sequence. The geological formations cropping out in this anticline (respectively from oldest to newest) are the 
Hormuz salt (Precambrian-Middle Cambrian), Surmeh limestone and dolomite (Jurassic), Khami limestone (Ju-
rassic-Lower Cretaceous), Sarvak limestone (Cretaceous), Pabdeh-Gurpi shale and marl (Cretaceous-Tertiary), 
Asmari limestone (Oligo-Miocene), Gachsaran marl and evaporites (Tertiary), Mishan marl and shale (Tertiary), 
Aghajari sandstone and marlstone (Tertiary) and Bakhtiari conglomerate (Quaternary). The karstic Asmari For-
mation is the main formation cropping out in the Gavbast Anticline and two older (Jurassic to Lower Creta-
ceous) carbonate formations of the Surmeh and Khami are exposed in the same dome cropping out in the core 
of the Gavbast anticline in its central part (Figure 2). These formations are not outcropped in the adjacent an-
ticlines. 

4. Results and Discussion 
The Bayram-Gavbast anticline or Gavbast anticline in general is located in the Zagros fold-thrust belt and 
Coastal Fars sub-basin. The Bayram anticlinal part is located on the region known as the Gavbandi Paleo-High 
or Fars High on which evaporites layers have been generally absent or thin [12] [13]. In this region, the surface 
geometry of folds above the Gavbandi Palo-High varies significantly from that of those formed to the side of 
this uplift and the anticlines along with the edge of this high have narrow shape compared to adjacent area. This 
is can be clearly seen on the geological map or satellite images (Figures 1-3). For accurate analysis and inter-
pretation in the study area, we used fold style elements analysis. 

Based on [7] for description of fold, seven stereoplots (output of Tectonics FP software) were prepared for 
seven parts of the Gavbast anticline. According to results, these stereoplots show the location of axial plane (AP) 
and cylindricity (AC) and Plunge of Fold (P) (Figure 4). This part to be done based on seven structural cross 
sections of the Gavbast anticline. The locations of these structural cross sections (from A-A’ to G-G’) is shown 
in Figure 3, Figure 4.  

As in Figure 4 can be seen, the A to L letters represent the location of the fold sections base on structural sec-
tions A-A’ to L-L’ in the study anticline. Based on the classification of the [9], the type of folds and geometry of 
the axial surface (AP) in the study anticline have been indicated changes in different part of the fold. Based on  
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Figure 3. Location of the studied structural sections in the Bayram-Gavbast anticline. 

 

 
Figure 4. Stereoplots show axial planes (AP), cylindricity (AC) and plunge of fold (P) for seven sections of the Gavbast an-
ticline. 

 
the classification [7], type of the fold is open accordance with the structural section A-A’ and C-C' (Bayram an-
ticline). In addition, based on this classification, type of fold is gentle in the Gavbast anticline, in the structural 
sections D-D’ and G-G’ to K-K’. The type of fold is in the L-L’ section is open. 

It should be noted the structural sections accordance with A-A’ and B-B’ sections are located in the Bayram 
anticline and on the Gavbandi Paleo-High, Also E-E’ and F-F’ sections are located in the Gavbast anticline. 
These two sections are located between two faults as the Razak fault (western Division) and Hendurabi fault 
(eastern part). This means that, between B-B’ and C-C’ its located the Razak fault and this fault has been af-
fected on the fold type. Also, the Hendurabi fault has been affected on the fold type especially on the between 
the E-E’ and F-F’ sections. It is remarkable that type of fold based on [8] classification is “steeply inclined sub 
horizontal”. This case can indicate that the Razak fault and Hendurabi fault as sinistral strike slip faults [14]-[18] 
have been affected on the fold type. When the effective stress and deformation value is different, the type of fold 
has been changed in different parts of fold. This case may be created by cropping out of the salt domes, activi-
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ties of main active faults and other structural elements. The study anticline is a good example or special structur-
al feature in the Zagros fold-thrust belt that is shown the effects of the strike slip faults on the folding geometry. 

At finally, due to its position on top of anticline Bayram old Gavbandi and thinner series of Hormuz as the 
main separation unit thickness greater than that of the anticline the Gavbast different wavelengths of fold and 
folding geometry of these structures with each other. It seems, in fact, an anticline Bayram-Gavbst is due to the 
fault of Razak and Hendurabi is fold different wavelength and the geometry of the folds. 

In this part, based on classification [6]-[9] in different parts of the Gavbast anticline, type of fold is variable 
and four types are recognized. In Figure 5, 3D path profiles show that location of these profiles is match along 
the cross sections in the study area. 

Our results compatible with on previous work on the neotectonic regime in Iran [19]-[21] which it is implying 
Zagros in south Iran is the most active zone [22]-[32]. Then, Alborz [33]-[38] and Central Iran [39]-[45] have 
been situated in the next orders. From neotectonics point of view, the study area has formed on the northeastern 
part of Arabian plate’s passive margin [46].  

5. Conclusions 

In the Gavbast anticline, fold style elements in all parts of this anticline have been calculated and analyzed for 
indicating folding style mechanism. The results of this method have been shown the folding geometry changes 
accurately. The Gavbast anticline is gentle in structural sections D-D’ and G-G’ to K-K’. The anticline is an 
open fold in the L-L’ section. Also fold in the E-E’ and F-F’ sections of the Gavbast anticline is steeply inclined 
sub-horizontal. These sections are located between the Razak (western part) and Hendurabi fault (eastern part). 
It seems that E-E’ and F-F’ parts in the Gavbast anticline have been suffered most deformation affected by the 
Razak and Hendurabi faults. 

 

 
Figure 5. Cross sections across the Gavbast anticline. Lines of section as indicated in Figure 2 (Zarei, 2013). 
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Finally, it seems that, the Razak and Hendurabi faults have major effects on folding style base on changes of 
the folding geometry. For more analysis, when the effective stress and deformation value are different, the type 
of fold has been changed in different parts of fold. This case may be created by cropping out of the salt domes, 
activities of main active faults and other structural elements. The study anticline is a good example or special 
structural feature in the Zagros fold-thrust belt that is shown the effects of the strike slip faults on the folding 
geometry. 
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